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Seeking an Internal Consultant, responsible for Initiating and maintaining sales and 
service relationship with broker consultants to promote the sale of the companys 
products.

EXPERIENCE

Internal Consultant
ABC Corporation - 2000 – 2001

 Wrote design specifications, test plans, requests for proposals, 
training scripts, and user manuals.

 Developed an RFP for a base station system to be used with a 
wireless LAN and the handheld computers to transmit trade records 
to the mainframe system.

 Designed and implemented a PC based trade collection and allocation
system to be used with the handheld terminals.

 Designed a commodity back office system to track positions, point 
balance, margin positions, and maintain customer information.

 Increased organizational effectiveness by supporting alignment 
between senior executives and staff.

 Instrumental in influenced staff by embedding communication 
strategy and transparency in processes.

 Worked with European, Middle Eastern, and African teams to integrate
and synthesize efforts.

Internal Consultant 
Delta Corporation - 1994 – 1999

 Developed the Talent Identification process as part of the overall 
Talent Management program; created a New Hire relocation program; 
eliminated more .

 Create and implement the marketing plan; Oversee and assist with all
daily activities related to customer service/satisfaction.

 Formed, trained, headed and closely supervised a marketing team of 
over 50 people.

 Led large scale social media initiatives and boots on the ground 
promotion strategies to build brand and event awareness for four 
struggling concert .

 Assembled a CRM database with over 42,000 customers that would 
serve as the companys backbone for targeted loyalty promotions 
resulting in a 31% .

 Contributing to multiple worldwide manufacturing divisions Selected 
Contributions Contributed to new software implementation 
methodology, which .
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 Implemented process improvement initiative across 4 manufacturing 
facilities leading to $6M savings company-wide Conducted Field study
across three .

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma

SKILLS

Advertising, Account Management, Developing.
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